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Abstract. For many years the theory of control system analysis and design
has been developed with little consideration for the reliable numerical
computation of a solution to the analysis or design problem. The growing
induscrial interest in the use of recencly developed mul.t.Lvariable control
system design methods on modern, com~lex systems has exposed and high
lighted the computational deficiencies of these methods and the need for a
reformulation of the problems in a way which will directly result in
efficient and numerically sound computational algorithms for their solution.
Many of the resulcs of recent research in numerical linear algebra have
direct relevance to this, and this paper demonstrates ho" the theory under
lying :noderncontrol system design methods can be represented in a way '..;hich
uses these results. The implementation of the resulting algorithms in
software and the design of a stbroutine library for control engineering
(SLICE) to concain the algorithms is also described. Some computational
results are given to demonstrate the performance of the algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years the t~eory underlying control
system analysis and design methods ~as been
developed and described almost entirely from
a purely mathematical vi.ewpoi.nt;and little
consideration has been given to the prac
tical need to translate L,e methods into
reliable computational tools to solve real
design problems. The growing interest from
industrial control system designers in the
use of recently developed multivariable
system desLgr.methods has served to furt~er
expose and highlight tr.eircomputational
deficiencies and several users of these
methods have found serious difficulties in
applying them to the kind of large, complex
system model which is typical of industrial
controller design problems.

It is also apparent that some designers of
control systems are totally unaware of the
possible deterious effects of poorly scaled
input data and of numerical rounding errors
involved i:1 the computation on the result
ant soll:tionsproduced, 0:1 which their
design is based. They appear satisfied with
the computational performance of an al
gorithm as long as it produces some numbers,
no matter how arbitrary these might be_
This is clearly ar.unsatisfactory state of
affairs and it is one aim of t~is paper to
bring these matters to the general attention
of 1''''<'>1'1", working in U e field of CAD of

control systems. Fortunately for control
system deSigners, there has developed over
recent years a considerable body of knowledge
in the field of numerical linear algebra,
much of which is directly applicable to
analysis and design algorithms for control
systems. Indeed, some numerical analysts
have recently been paying considerable atten
tion to algorithms ariSing from control
problems. e.g. Laub (1980). Van Dooren
(1981), and several new, reliable algorithms
have been produced. ;-leaim to introduce the
concepts un~erlying these algorithms in this
paper and to explore thcir relevance to
control system deSign problems. As part of
a programme of software development sponsored
by the U.K. Science and Engineering Research
counci L, these algorithms have been collected
t-ogethcrto form a cubroutine library for
control engineering (SLICE), T.~ishas en
abled us to explore the efficiencyI accuracy
and robustness of the algorithms and the
preliminary results of this investigation
are presented here.

We have not presented the material here in a
detailed, rigorous mathematical form. For
t~is, we suggest a study of the given ref
erences. Instead, we have attempted to pre
sent ~,e underlying numerical concepts in a
simple non-mathematical form to er.ha~cet~e
likelihood of communicating these ideas to
the control designer. We realise the defi
cicnciec of this approach, but regard the
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prime task at present as that of increasing
awareness of the advantages of us':'ng"good"
numerical software tools in control system
des~gn. We also recognLse that many control
designers wish to be isolated from the
mathematical detai_s of their software tools
yet require just sufficient knowledge of
their properties to instil confidence in
their use. Our approach is therefore very
much from the control designers viewpoint
rather than that of the numerical analyst.

NUMERICAL CONCEP~S

A preliminary study of numerical cethods and
consultation with numerical analysts immedi
ately reveals one important fact: at the
present state of knowledge in the field,
substant.iallymore is known about the per
formance of a:gorithms involving real or
complex valued scalars. in terms of the ~c
tion of rounding errors, etc., than about
the corresponding performance of algorithms
involving polynomials. The implication from
this is that, at least at present, concen
tration on the use of system models which
involve the manipu ation of real matrices,
etc. is oore likely to yield numerically
robust algorithms than is the case for
models involving polynomial manipulation.
Hence ou~ concentrntion here is on the use
of state-space models, although iopulse re
sponse (weighting function) models wou_d
also fall into this category.

The major computational procedures which
must be performed in analysis and design
algorithms using such models are:

(i) rank determination

(ii) eigenstructure determination

(iii) solution of sets of simultaneous
linear algebraic equations.

Fortunately for control designers. chere is
now a good understanding of these procedures
in terms of the basic numerical properties
of conditioning, stability, and reliability.
The properties are s.unuua.rLsed beLow.

Conditioning: a problem is "well-conditioned'
if small changes in the data cause only
small changes in the solution.

Stability: an algorithm is "stab_e" if the
result obtained is "close" to the exact
result obtained for a "nearby" problem.

Reliability: an algoritiunis "reliclble"if
it provides full warning of results contain
ing large errors.

Considering each of the computational pro
cedures, we can make the following remarks.

Rank determination: due to the presence of
rounding error, this is a non-trivial compu
tational problem. Golub and co-workers
(1976) have defined numerical rank in such
a way as to show that if 01 > 02 > ••• >

On are the non-zero singular values of a

matrix A and £ is chosen so that

Ok > E > 0k+l ' then all matrices B inside

an £ - neighbourhood of A, i.e.

IIA - BII~ e, have rank> x , computational!

the determination of the singular values of
a matrix is expensive and similarly effec
tive results can be obtained using the QR
decomposition 'tlithcoIumn pivoting. In
fact the QR de=omposition can be used to
form tt.ebasis of many algorithms for con
trol problems, as will be demonstrated in
later sections of t~is paper.

atable algorithms exist for t~e solution of
both the ~ingulrtYvrtluedecomposition
(Golub and Rei~sch, 1970) and for the QR
decomposition and reliable implementations
of these algorittms are available e.g. in
LINPACK (Jor.garroand ot~ers, 1979). More
over the problem of computing the ~ingulrtY
value or QR de:::ompositionsis a well
conditioned problem.

Eigenstructure determination: 0 major
initial step in control design h~s ~lw~ys
been to compute the poles of the system
medel, e.g. by determining the eigenvalues
of the A matrix in the state space model,
x ; Ax + Bu. More recently the significance
of the eigenvectors in disturbance rejection
and robustness has been (ecognised and
methods for computing the full eigenvaluei
eigenvector structure are of strong interest
For ~e general case, a stable algorithm for
computing this is available as the so-called
double Francis QR algorithm, available as a
reliable implementation, e.g. in EISFACK
(Smith and others, 1976). However, it has
been well known for some time that the
eigenstrllctllreproblem is pot.entri alLy i11-
conditioned, in the sense that it is easy to
construct ill-conditioned matrices for this
problem. It is therefore important to the
control designer to know if his problem is
in such a category. for example. in case
srrallchanges in the system model within
the region of modelling error could make a
difference equivalent to the system model
changing from stable to unstable or vice
versa. I~ is rare however for the control
designer to check the condition of his
problem, even though this can be readily
done by computing the condition number of
Lhe mat.rLx (Wilkinson, 1965).

Solution of sets of simultaneous linear
algebraic e9ua~ions: this problem is
clearly related to ~he previous two and
again has been studied extensively. M~lY
reliable algorithms exist, notably the
LINPACK set of routines. Similar corrments
regarding ill-condi~icning of the prcblem
apply, in this case ill-condi:icning with
respect to inversion. An efficien: condi
tion number estirratoris irrplementedin
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LINPACK (Cline and others, 1979) Scaling of
the input data can also affect the accuracy
of the result. In the eigenstructure case
(Parle~~ an~ Reinsch, 1969), scaling is
simply a matter of reducing the norm of the
A matrix by an exactly computed diagonal
similarity transformation, which is equiva
lent to scaling the states of the system
mcdel. In problems involving the complete
ztate equations, e.g. computatien of con
trollability, zeros, frequen~J response,
etc., as we shall see la~er, it is also
necessary to apply scaling operations to the
inpu~ and outpu~ va~iables of the system
modcl. Howeve~, the best form of sCQling
to apply is still a topic for investigation.

In the above, we have emphasised the need
for bo~h s~able algorithms and for assessing
and if possible improving the conditioning
of the problem in order to de~ect and re
duce possible excessive errors. Practical
modelling of industrial systems often result
in poorly scaled data, as exemplified by the
widely studied gQS turbine engine model in
Sain and others (_978), and action must be
taken to :mprove this if accurate results
are expected. Obtaining a numerically
stable algorithm can be guaranteed if only
unitary (orthogonal transformationsare
used in comput~ng the result {Wilkinson,
19631. Therefore we shall only consider
those algorithms employing unitary trans
formations. Two examples of such algorithms
are those quoted above for the QR dud singu
lar value decompositions.

COMPurING BASIC CONTROL SYSTEM PROPER~IES

Subsequent to physical modelling of a system
and both prior and subsequent to design of a
controller for the systeo, it is customary
to investigate various properties of the
system model. Complexity of the model is
one such property, in particu~ar the dimen
sion of the state, since for some proposed
control synthesis methods, the complexity
(dimension)of the controller is linked
c.:loselyto LhaL or the system mode,, e.g.
observers, linear optimal regulators. An
initial step in reducing complexity is to
eliminate those states in the mode: which
contribute little or not at all to the
input-output performance of ~e model,
namely the uncontrollable and unobservable
(or close'y solstates. It is clear that if
we do not eliminate closely uncontrollable
states then a controller designed to regu
la~e these s~ates will need to employ large
control action. Similarly, cloGely
unobservable states will require high gains
in an observer for fast convergence to an
accurate observation.

Po full di.scuoci.on of the "clasGical" theo
retical approaches to cooputing control
lability and their relative degrees of
numerical defic.i.encyis given in Paige
(1981), together with a numerically stable
algorithm for computing this property. A
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similar algorithm is implicit in the work
of Konsta~tinov and his co-workers (1981).
Perhaps ~le fullest treatment of this prob
lem and other associated geometic proper
ties of linear multivariable systems is
given in Van Dooren (1981) where again the
same basic algorithm is presented. Since
ttis algorithm forms the basis of mar.y
control computions we will reproduce it
here, using the notation of Van Deoren
(1981).

Controllability algorithm

Let [XI - A 13) be the n x (n+m) singular
pencil corresponding to the usual state
space rrodel: x = Ax + Bu. The algorithm
works directly on the composite matrix
[A BJ using unitary transformations.

c = 0, T : In

~: corrputea unitary transfo~mation

Uj to ccmpress

1.e. U~ 13. 1J ]-

row rank.

Let Pj be the row dimension of Z.
J

T. : n - c - PjJ

If Pj 0, then go to exit. l.

If T. 0, then go to exit 2.
J

Apply U. as a similarity trans-
J

formation to Aj_l and partition as

follows:

U~A. lUjJ J-

where Tjl Pj are the row dimen-

Update

[ OUj °Icl'~ T c : c+Pjl j j+l

Go to step j.

exit 1: the system model is uncontrollable
with dimension of control~able
part c = n - Tj_l

cxit 2: the system model is controllable
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The similarity transformation T reduces the
pencil [AI - A B] in the case of an uncon
trollable model to the torm

: Jc

o

AI - Ac C

from which the uncontrollable part can be
ea:sily distinguished. As remarked in V.:m
Door~n (1981), the above algorithm is numer
ically stable and thus the form of the pen
cil above is exact for a perturbed pencil

[AI - A B] ~here

II A - A II < £A r II B - B II < £
B

an1 EA, £B are small values approxim~te]y

equal to the machine pl:ecision times the
norm of the respective m~trix (A or B) times
a low order polynomial in n. Experience

with this al:]oril"hmh~s shmm that n2 appears
to work well.

It is evident that the major step in this
algorithm is the reduction of D. 1 to a full

)-
ro~ rank matrix Z. and remaining rows zero.

J
This n~nerical rank determination step can
be performed either by Singular value de
c.:ulIllJu»iLiulIor QR decomposition of B. l' the

J-
latter being computational faster and only
less reliable in pathological cases of the
input data.

This algorithm can be used in a number of
analysis algorithms which explore the geo
me trIc 5 tate space st xuct.uceL properties of
the system model, e.g. presence of finite
and infinite zeros, (A,B) - invariant sub
spaces, controllability subspaces, etc.
These applications are described in Van
Dooren (1981). The link to a polynomial
matrix formulation of these ideas ha~ ~l~o
been explored (Williams, 1982) using an
"orthogonalised" version of l"iolovich's
structure theorem (~Iolovich, 1974), and has
resulted in efficient, l:eliable algorithms
for translating system mnnel~ hptween state
space and polynomial matrix fraction form.

USE IN CONTROL SYSTEH DESIGN

We are only just beginning to explore the
ways in which the new classes of control
analysis algorithms based on sound numerical
metllods can be em.,loyed in control system
deSign. Recent examples of the use of stable
methods in controller synthesis include al
gorithms for pole assignment in the scalar
input case (Miminis and Paige, 1981;
Pettkov, 1981), .[or the linear quadratic
regulator (Laub, 1979; Van Dooren 1981).

Of great interest also is an understanding
of the effect in the design solution of
making certain numerical deci:;iollsin the

operation of the algorithms involved, i.e.
as mentioned above, the need exists to
decide whether certain matrices which are
generally of full rank are close to a matrix
of lower rank. Such a decision will affect
the form of the controller which results and
its performance in the closed loop system.
It is not possible due to limitations on
space to give in this paper an account of
the mechanism involved Nhich produces this
effect and work is still in progress to
fully inVestigate this. We will give how
ever a small and inc.:olllpleleexample of the
way in which the choice of numerical para
meters in a linear quadratic requlator
design affects the resulting controller.

Our example is the FlOO ga» Lurbine engine
model of Sain and others (1978). This is,
in its Simpler form, a 16 state,S input,
5 output system, of the form

x = Ax + Bu

y Cx+Du

The data for the matrices A, B, C, D is
extremely badly scaled, with values in A and
B vazyi.nq between O.8898E+05 and O.6654E-04.
Application of the basic controllability
algor! thm given cWuve, w L th a zero tolerance
based on the machine precision and with nO

scaling, yields a controllable subspace of
dimension equal to 15. After balancing of A
and corresponding scaling of the columns of
B, using exact arLcnne t.ic based 011 the
machine radix, the controllable subspace
dimension is recovered as 16, the full state
dimension as modelled. The machine used for
this and all conputations described here is
a VAX 11/780 on whidl the machine precision
ic D.6E-07. To illustrate the effect of
changes in machine precision on the computed
dimension of the controllable subspace, the
table below lists the value of zero tolerance
used agains t tlle c.:ullljJuLeddimension and the
corresponding contro:labi1ity indi~es. These
values are for a sca:ed version of the F:OO
data.

Zero Controllab:e CunLrollability Norm
tolcrance subspace indices F
__________ dimension

O.60E-07 16
O.10E-05 16
O.60E-05 16
O.30E-04 ~5
O.60E-04 :5
O.lOE-03 15
O.15E-03 15
O.2lE-03 1-1

:t is clear from this

5,5,5,1 0.2126
5,5,5,1 0.2126
5,5,4,1,1 O.209g
5,5,4,1 0.1839
5,5,4,1 0.1839
5,5,4,1 0.1839
5,5/3,111 0.1979
5,4,3,1,1 1072.0

that with normal machine
precision, the generic case holds. An
increase in the zero Lule:ance to 0.60E-05,
which is still small in relation to the
uncertainty in the system data, gives a non
generiC result. A further increase to
O.30E-04 yields a controllable sWDspace
dimension of 15.
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The final column above gives a measure of
the size of the feedback matrix F obtained
from solving Lhe lin"" s: quadratic regulator
proble~ for the con~rollable part of the
system model as deter:ninedby the
controllability algorithm using the given
zero tolerance. This shows a gradual
d"crecis"ur up to 9% in the no= of l",
followed by a large increase consequent on
the loss of one more state in the model.
This is believed to be due to the fact that
the "weakly controllable" part of the system.
which is not being caken ci<.:<.:uUlllo[ in the
computation of the optimal regulator can
nevertheless affect the rest of the syste:n,
as is clear if one considers the block tri
angular structure of the A matrix obtained
by the controllability aLqozLt.hm, WhilsL
strong influence on this part of the system
by the control is not possible without
large feedback gains, it appears that their
uncontrolled behaviour influences the system
in such a strong manner as to require much
larger gains in the controllable part to
give the required optimal control than would
be the case if the "weakly controllable"
states were under some control.

The above explanation is largely intuitive
but clearly illustrates the difficulty in
interpreting the influence of the numerical
precision used in the computational al
gorithms on the resulting design. EviuenLly
more work is required to produce a rigorous,
systematic approach to design which takes
full account both of nunerical error and
data inaccuracies in the design algorithms.

SUBROUTINE LIBRARY IN CCNTROL ENGINEERING

Tne need for reliable, stable computational
algorithms in control system design pack
ages has caused the U.K. Science Research
Council to sponsor the development of a sub
routine :ibrary in control engineering
(SL:CE), which is a collection of FORTRAN
subroutines implementing the most recent
developments ~n algorithm design by re
s~nrchers wor:dwide. There is also a
related research programme in progress to
develop, test and analyse the per:ormance
of new and eXlstlng algorithms and to
examine their role ~nd performance in the
control system design process.

All the algorithms in the SLICE library
(currently 35) use exclUSively stahle
crthogonal transformations to compute the
re'1\lired r~sults and full information is
provided wherever possible on the ccndition
of ~he data being used and on reasons for
failure of the algorithm should this occur.
As Car as possil:le,a "soft" failure is
ensured, whereby control i~ r~turned to the
calling program in an orderly fashicn. The
algorithms are cocumented and coded to
defined standarcs (Denham and Eenson, 1961).
A subset of ANSI FORTRAN has been used to
code the routines, correspondin~ to PPORT
(Ryder, 1975) and each routine has been
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successf ul.Lypassed through the PFORr
verifier.

CONCLUSIONS

The need for a more rigorous approach to
numerical computation in control system
design was first described by the author in
earlier papers (Denham, 1978, 1979) and to
a large extent t~is present paper represents
a progress report on our activities to try
to achieve the aims set out there. With a
stron~ and 9l"owingint~r~st from numerical
analysts in the field of algorithms for
control design, we believe that the aim of
having a co:nprehensiveset of reliable al
goriU1fUsis well on its way to ;:,eing
achieved. Much ''''orkrernnj ns ho'",ever,and
new algorithms for solving both the tradi
tional and new proble:nsin control design
will continue to appear well into the future
nuw that the initial stimulus has been
applied.

The future requirements for effective tools
for CAD of control systems is also a matter
of concern. Principal amongst these is the
neen fol"n powerful design environment
(Denham, 1982) of the kind now becoming
familiar in the design and engineering of
software, e.g. APSE, UNIX. Work on such
an environment is shortly to begin, based
on the Berkeley DF.T.Tr..HT system (Polak and
MayQ~, 1982) which goes much of the way to
fulfilling the requirements for such a
system, e.g. high level of interaction, an
incrementcilly<,:olllplledalgorithmic design
language, powerful editing and graphic~l
input/output capabilities, ability to
support any control design methodology.
TOgether with the use of reliable computa
lional tools such as those in the SLICE
library, this will provide the kind of
des~gn tools which will be essential for
control engineers in the future.
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